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 blend file and a couple of .exr render files that were created with R36 to the server. Now you can use the.blend file and.exr file
as textures. You can also use.exr files to render 3D content inside R36 and save the result as a.blend file. CAST's R36 rendering

engine offers a fully-featured 3D rendering API, including support for 3D objects, dynamic lighting and shadows, real-time
video preview, and support for serialization and streaming to a texture or VRML output. As most of the new releases since

version 11.2.1.11 have a new version number (15.1.1, 16.1.1, and so on), you may wonder why. There are actually two reasons:
First, the Git flow changes the official versioning strategy from yyyymmdd.hhmm to yyyymmdd.mm. That means that the
15.1.x line will start on 02-22-2015 (01-22-2015 for the first update) instead of 01-22-2015 as the last two versions were.

Second, the first two digits of the version number indicate the year and the third digit indicates the minor version number. The
last digit indicates the release type: 0 for release candidates, and 1 for stable releases. The reason why the 15.1.x line is taken

over by CAST is to eliminate the need for a .x release for the moment. At some point we will drop the version number from the
official builds, but that's in the future. We hope you like the new features. All you need to do is, of course, download the latest
version of R36 and make sure you have an OpenShift account. If you are not an OpenShift user, you can still use your Red Hat
Subscription to access R36. If you need to sign up for OpenShift, you can go to  and follow the instructions on the page. You
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can find the .blend and .exr files and the instructions for how to use them here. David M.E. CastLabs Inc. Boston, MA, USA E-
mail: **Disclosure** This article has been published as part of a supplement funded 82157476af
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